ChemoClave® Intravesical Solutions

Needlefree closed system transfer device (CSTD) components and kits for the safe preparation and instillation of hazardous intravesical medications
Minimize Exposure to Hazardous Drugs

Proven CSTD technology designed to help you safely prepare and instill hazardous intravesical medications, including Mitomycin and Bacillus Calmette-Guerin (BCG)

Safely Prepare

Our full line of needlefree CSTD bag spikes and vial spikes helps you minimize the risk of dangerous exposure to hazardous drugs while safely and efficiently preparing intravesical medications.

› Transfer medications directly from drug vials to patient IV bags
› Eliminate the potential for needlestick injuries

Safely Instill

Safely instill hazardous intravesical drugs at the bedside with administration sets featuring self-sealing CSTD technology designed to help you eliminate disconnects and spills.

› Comply with USP <800> and ONS safe handling guidelines
› Use familiar luer-based CSTD technology

Design Custom Kits To Meet Your Practice Needs

Maximize efficiency by getting the specific CSTD components you need for each type of hazardous intravesical preparation or instillation.

CSTD Vial Spike  CSTD Bag Spike  Intravesical Extension Set
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